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Major purpose: To evaluate the practical use of statistical techniques
in the generalization of simulation results and in the
3esign of simulation experiments.
Scope: The stacking (storage) subsystem was studied, excludirig the
handling subsystem at ECT.
Status: Analysis of stacking system completed.
Data sources: Real-life ECT data.
Computer features: The simulation program was written in the simulation
language PROSIM. The analysis was based on PL~1 and a
minor part on the SPSS package. Programs were run on the
IBM 370~158 at the Technical University of Delft.
Major references: ( 1) van der Ham, R., PROCESSIMULATiF. V~~~)H 'CF.RMTtJAL-
CAPACITEIT50NDERZOEK. ( Process simulation for terminal ca~,:LCity
study. ) Europe Container Terminus, R~tt~:rde.m, 1'~'(F~.
(2) Kleijnen, J.P.C., STATISTICAL Ti;C11:1IC!,L'E~ IPd SI'tIJLATI';~d.
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- ii -Summary of report: -~ raal-life system, namely the c-ontainer
terminus of ECT in Rotterdam, is modeled by a simulation
program. The relationship between the simulation response
and its input variables is modeled by linear regression
(metamodel). Regression analysis i~ summarized incluciin~~
generalized least squares for responses with non-constant
variances. The validity of the postulated regression metamodel
is tested by a lack-of-fit F-statistic. PAoreover, additional
simulation responses are generated,and compared to the model
predictions by means of a t-statistic. The selection of the
situations to be simulated, is done through experimental
design methodology, for both quantitative and qualitative
factors. The statistical techr.i4L.es apply not only to
simulation but also to real-life experiments.
idajor conclusions: (1) The interaction between the yearly throughput
and the ships' arrival rates is the major explanation of
the average st3cking utilization.
(2) A formal metamodel, such as a linear regression model
relating the inputs and outputs of the si.mulation program,
can mitiga.te the ad-tioc character of simulation experiments.
More precisely:
(3) The símulation responses can be interpreted and generalized
using a regression model including interactions among
variables.
(4) Ttie choice of experiments can be systematized applying
standard experimental designs such as 2k-p fractional
factorial designs.
Major limitations: (1) Statistical techniques alone cannot solve
problems, since the hypotheses to be tested statistically,
have to be provide3 by managers and management scientists.
(2) Al1 statistical techniques are based on statistical
assumptions such as constant variances. The sensitivity to
these assumptions is usually not well known.
- iii -Note: This report cati be read at three levels of detail.
(1) Main tPxt only (part I).
(2) Main text plus footnotes.
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A real-life system, namely the container terminus of ECT in
Rotterdam, is modeled by a simulation program. The relationship between
the s.imulation response and its input variables is modeled by linear
regression (metamodel). Regression analysis is summarized including
generalized least squares for respgnses with non-constant variances.
The validity of the postulated regression metamodel is tested by a
lack-oF-fit F-statistic. Moreover, additional simulation responses are
generated,and compared to the model predictions by means of a t-
statistic. The selection of the situations to be simulated, is done
through experimental design methodology, for both quantitative and
qualitative factors. The statistical techniques apply not only to
simulation but also to real-life experiments.1. Introduction.
A real-life system can be modeled by means of a simulation
program. The relationship between the input and the output of this
simulation can in turn be modeled, namely by a linear regression model
in order to generalize the simulation results. The regression estimates
~ with their covariance matrix are derivedwhen using either ordinar,y
or generalized least squares. The latter technique may be relevant
because our simulation responses have different variances. The
validity of the fitted regression model can be tested by means of an
F-statistic which compares the residuals ~y with the "natural"
deviations specified by var(~r). Non-significant effects S may be set
zero. The model is further verified by comparíng some new simulation
responses with the responses predicted by the metamodel, using a
Student t-test. Next we discuss the selection of the design matrix.
Finally, we present the results of a practical study performed at
Europe Container Terminus at Rotterdam.
The following notation is used. Stochastic variables are
underlined, and matrices including vectors are denoted by an arrow. Note
that the techniques of this paper are applicable not only to simulation
experiments but also to real-life experiments.~)
2. A problem at Europe Container Terminus.
Europe Container Terminus (ECT) is a company in the harbor
of Rotterdam that provides facilities for loading and discharging
containers from deep-sea ships into river-boats, trucks and railway
cars, and vice versa, and facilities for the storage cf container~. '9anagement
is interested in the handling and storage capacities of the ECT
terminal, i.e., what is the capacity of the present terminal, and
which measures hsve to be taken when more cargo is to be handled?
More specificall,y, our research team wants t.o know the relationshiFsla) Required stacking capacity at day t, or yt
lb) Frequency of required stacking capacity y~, or f~
FIG.1. Required stacking capacitybetween har.dling capacity and quay length, and between storage
capacity and yearly "throughput" ( production). Since the handling
ca.nacity is large ralative to the storage capacity, it was assumed
that the storage or "stacking" system could be studied separately. In
preliminary studies it was further found that the storage problem is
easier to study than the transhipment issue, which involved more
factors. So in this report we discuss only the storage of containers,
not their handling.
The relationship between stacking capacity and yearly
throughput depends on how this throughput is realized: A specific
yearly production can be generated by many small ships or by a few
big ships. Other factors are relevant too. For instance, if the containers
remain longer at ECT, then more stacking capacity is needed. How do
we measure the required capacity? Let the required storage capacity
(capacity utilization) on day t be denoted by y,t (t - 1,2,...,T) where
stochastic (probabilistic) variables an underlined. These ~t form a
time series; see Fig. 1. The ~t can be organized into a frequency
diagram, yielding estimates of P(yt - i):
I
p~ - fiI(E fi) ( i - 0,1,...,I) (2.1)
0




pi - P(y ~ i)- E fj
j-0
(2.2)
The 90,`~ 6 quantile, say y 90, is the value not exceeded by ~t in 90~
of the cases, i.e., during 90~ of the time:
P(yt ~ Y,90) - 0.90 (2.3)
Besides the 90~ quantile of y we estimate its 95~ quantile (since
90ó is a rather arbitrary value), its maximum value y , and its 1.00-~-
average value ~(y) (which equals y.50 for symmetrically dist.rit,ut~d
~).
Consequently, our original question can be formulated as: What are tiie
values of the average, the 90~ and 95~ quantiles, and the maximum
required stacking capacity (t~(~), Y.90' y.95' y1.00)'
given a
specific yearly throughput realized by specific ship sizes and ship
arrivals, and qualified for specific factors such as container "dwell
time"(number of days spent by containers at ECT). Reversely, the
question can be asked: Given a certain capacity, how large a yearly
production can be handïed? This "inversed" problem will turn out to
raise extra complications.
3. Analytical and Simulation models.
Next we are confronted with the choice between an analytical
and a simulation model. We decided that a simulation model was
preferrable since an analytical approach required too drastic
simplifications like Poisson service times. Moreover, we felt that
a simulation model could be better understood by the users so t}iat
they would be more willing to accept and implement the results of our
study. Unfortunately, simulation requires much development effort
andcomputer running time. Until recently,simulation models were usr.d
in an ad-hoc manner at ECT (as in most other companies), so that it
was difficult to find relationships among the variables of interest.
This report will show how we attacked this problem.
The simulation model was programmed in a process-oriented
simulation language called PROSIM. This is a language developed at
the University of Technology in Delft (Netherlands); see Si~.renberg '~ de
Gans (1y77). Process simulation makes it easier fer the user to reai
and iinderstand the simulation program-
As far as arrivals and departures of containers are coneerr..d, we
should distinguish between two types ofevents, namely sr,ip vArs~i,
truck arrivals and departures. Ships carry reiatively large qunnt,it.i~.::GCNEI-2ÁT~;IP ..~
-~--
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FIG. 2. The simulation model 1- J -
of containers, whereas trucks transport only one or two containers.
Hence,the arrival of a truck has a much smaller effect on the state
of the terminal than a ship has. For that reason we modeled the
arrivals and departures of containers by truck as a continuous stream,
coupled with the arrivals and departures of ships. Arrivals of ships,
however,are modeled as discrete events. For more details on the
simulation program we refer to van der Ham (1976). Fig. 2 gives a
simplified flow chart of the resulting simulation model. A brief
discussion of the various processes in FIG. 2 can be found in appendix 1.
Note that collecting data on the real system formed a quite
sizable part of our study. These data are needed for (i) validation
of the simulation model relative to the real-world system,and (ii)
the determination of factor values in subsequent simulation er.periments,
aimed at investigating future developments.
The simulation output consists of a snapshot every eight
(simulated) hours of the system state, measured by a niunber of variables
including utilized storage. The transient, initializing phase of
the simulation run was first removed. As FIG. 1 illustrated, from
this~time series, say, ~t we compute the average and quantiles
(~, r Qp~ Y 95~ ~i.oo).
4. Utilizing simulation results.
If the simulation model were developed to answer a few
ad hoc questions, running the simulation program a few times might give
the required answers. We would still have to perform a number of
simulation runs to see how sensitive those answers are to the model
specifications. Actually, a rather expensive research tool like
simulation is ususlly meant to answer a variety of questions. Besides
answers to a few ad hoc questions, we shall try to gain a general
understanding of the system's behavior. We further wish to be able to
answer "inversed~' questions, i.e., given..a specific value for the
original resporise variable, stacking capacity, which yearly
throughput is possible? We could try to find this value via trialand error, but having available an explicit formula (or nomogram)
gives an immediate answer. As we have already indicated, we also
wish to know how sensitive our solutions are the the model's
specifications. Sensitivity studies per factor are traditional in
practice, but we may further examine interactions among model
parameters. The larger the area is over which factors vary, the
more desirable it seems to include interactions in our investigaticn.
(Simple linear functions provide good approximations locally; see
the next section.)
Originally, it was tried to combine an analytical solution
with simulation results asfollows. A simple analytical model was
developed based on queuing and inventory theory, and common sense.
This analytical model yielded results which were valid only utider
quite restrictive assumptions. Next, simulation experiments were used
to determine correction factors which would make the analytical
results applicable over a wider range. Unfortunately this approach
turned out to be too rigid to give satisfactory results Por all
situations. At that point of time the staff of ECT came into contact
wit.h a new working group of the Dutch society on operations research,
studying the application in simulation of the statistical theory on ""
experimental design. Experimental design theory has been developed
since the 1930's and has been widely applied in experiments in
agriculture, chemistry, etc. Its application in management and
social sciences, however, is still in its infancy. In sociotechnical
systems thescientific design of experiments is difficult and
expensive (disruption of the organization). However, in a simi~latior~
model of such a social system, the experimental factors are complet,el.y
under the scientist's control. In the following sections we shall
investigate in detail, how the experimental factors should be chn.nn~d
systematically in order to obtain efficient estimators of thP yiiantities
of interests. Besides the design of the experiment, we shall present
ways to analyze the experimental outcomes in order to arrive at,
valid and generalízed conclusions. 5q more general conclusions canbe derived from simulation experiments, by the combination of
simulation models with analytical models and statistical techniques.
5. Re~ression metamodels.
Let x denote a factor influencing the outputs of the real-
world system. The factor may be qualitative or quantitative,
continuous or discrete. In appendix 7 ít is shown how we can represent
a qualitative factor by dummy variables assuming orily the values zero
or one. The factors may further be partitioned into decision and
environmental variables, i.e.,variables either under management
control or not. The response (output) of the real-world system is a
time series. (We shall concentrate on a single response variable; in
the case of multiple outputs we apply our procedure to each variable
separately.) In order to compare system configurations, we
characterize a whole time path by one or a few measures such as its
average, standard deviation, correlation coefficients, peak, slope of
a fitted linear trend, etc. Let y denote a measure characterizing
a time path of the real-world system. Hence the response variable y is
a function of the factors x:
y - f~(x~,x2,...,xm)
This system is approximated by a simulation model, where ~ is a function
-~
of k factors xj (j - 1,...,k ), plus a vector of random numbers r
(vectors and matrices are denoted by -~), or
-r
~ - f2(x~,x2,...,xk,r) (5.2)
with k being much smaller than the unknown m, and r symbolizing the
effect of all factors x in eq. (5.~) not explicitly represented in
eq. (5.2). The simulation model is specified by a computer program
which is denoted by f2 in eq. (5-2). This model may be approximated
in turn by a metamodel, (within a specific experimental area E).We decided to use a inetamodel that is linear in its parameters t3, but
not necessarily in its independent variables since terms like x1 and
x~ can be utilized. A very simple metamodel to express the effects
of the k factors would be:
yi - SO } s1xi1 t . t Bkxik t ei
(i - 1,...,n)
(5.3)
where in simulation run i(or observation i), factor j has the value
xij (j - t,...,k). These values xij determine Yi linearly except for
ei, the noise (disturbance, error) term which has expectation zero.
Such a simple metamodel implies that a change in aj has a constant
effect on the expected response, ~(~):
axj - sj (J - 1,...,k) (5.4)
A more general metamodel assumes that the effect of factor j also
depends on the values of the other factors j' (j' ~ j). This can
be formalized as in eq. (5.5) where for illustration purposes we take
k - 3:
~i - SS f(S1xi1 t g2xi2 t g3xi3) t
} (S12xi1xi2 } s13xi1x13 } s23xi2xi3) } ei
(i - 1,...,n) (5.~)
Here the parameters ( coefficients) 812, 813
and 623 denote interactions
between the factors 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3. A graphical
illustration of interaction in the case of two factors ( k - 2), i:;
shown in FIG, 3. In case ( a) of H'I~1, 3 the curves arcr paral ]~.1 , i.-.. ,
the effect of x2 on á(y) does not depend on Lt,e I~ v- 1 ~,f' r i. ~ Il~,~,.
that the curves in fig. 3 are no strail;ht lin~a riu i.hr,.i, I,h~y r~-l,r~ ::- ~~~.!' n
t~ i'R
Elyl ~
(a) p~Z - 0: no interaction
EIy1 ~





x~ - 4 ~
xi - -1
(c) p~Z c 0. substitution
x2
FIG. 3. Interactionsmore general formulations than eq. 5.3.) In case ( b) the interaction
coefficient s12 is positive. Hence the two factors are complimentary,
i.e., as x2 increases the increase in ~(Y) is stimulated when the
increase of x2 is accompanied by an inerease in x~. In case (c) the
marginal output of x is much smaller when more of x is available
which can be substituted for x2.2) Note that, if all,factors were
quantitative, continuous variables, then we would add "purely quadratic"
effects S~~ to eq. ( 5.5). 3) Since in practice it is rare that all
factors are quantitative, we shall concentrate on the metamodel with
it main effects B~, k(k-1)~2 two-f'actor interactions ( or briefly,
4)
interactions) B~~ „ and the general ( overall) mean s~ .
As we shall see later on, we start by assuming a metamodel like eq.
(5.5) but next we test statistically whether this assumption was
realistic: If the assumption turns out to be unreasonable, we have
several alternatives:
(1) Make the metamodel more complicated by adding terms such as three-
factor interactions.5) Since the intuitive interpretation of such a
model is difficult, we prefer the next alternative.
(2) Look for transformations of x. For instance, if y, denotes waiting
time, and x~ and x2 denote mean arrival and service rate, then the
transformation x' - x~~x2 implies that the original metamodel
~- sp t B~x~ t S2x2 t?
is replaced by
~ ' Yp t Y~x~ } ?~
(5.6)
(5.7)
We strongly recommended to look for such transformations, from the
very beginning of' the study. The transformation may be based on the
relevant theory, for instance queuing analysis in the above example.6)
In section we shall use a trnasformation indeed (see factor 2 in that
section.7) If all else fails, we may select optica (3).
(3) Reduce the experimental area E. If the only purpose of the metamodel- 10 -
is to find the optimum values of the x's, then a small area E is used,
a metamodel fitted, and the direction of better x-values is determined.
See Kleijnen ( 1975) for details on this so-called Response Surface
Matholdology (RSM).
After we have used the metamodel to meet the demands of
sensitivity analysis, optimization, and so on, we can return to the
original simulation model to study the system behavior in detail. More
on various types of inetamodels can be found in Kleijnen (1977).
The parameters s in the above equations can be estimated and
tested, using the techniques of regression analysis. The main ideas
of such an analysis will be summarized in the next section.
6. Ordinary and generalized least squares.
In metamodels such as eq. ( 5.5) we have one overall ( grand)
mean 80, k main effects Bj (j - 1,...,k) and k(k-t)~2 two-factor
interactions Bjj,. (j ~ j'), all together ( say) q parameters. It is
convenient to denote these q parameters by s~ throuRh Rq. The valuc~s
of the independent variables in the n simulation runs nre den~~tc~c1
i
by the nxq matrix of independent vaLriabJc~;; X:
1 x ... x,(x x)... (x x )





1 xn1 ... x~~(xnlxn2) -. . (xn~k-1xn~k)~
Observe that the last k(k-1)~2 columns of X follow from th~ sp~cificat.ion
of the columns 2 through (kf1). The latter k col~unns forrr. the so-
called design matrix; see section ~. [Jsin~; ::tandard r~,r~r~.:::;i~,~: n~,t,:.i.i"n,
our metamodel is
Y - X.~ } é ((.2)- 11 -








it is easy to show 9) that the variance-covariance matrix of 8 is
Sts - W. ~2y.W' (6.5)
In classical regression analysis it is assumed that the observations
~i are statistically independent with constant (homogeneous)
variances o? - a2 so that eq. (6.5) reduces to
i
S~S - o2-(X'.X)-1 (6.6)
In s simulation experiment the observations ~i can be made
statistically independent by using different sequences of random
n~unbers per si.mulation run. Unfortunately, the observations yi may
2 10)
show completely different ( heterogeneous) variances oi . Hence
Let us next consider the variances of the least-squares
W - (X'.X)-1 X'
it is realistic to introduce a diagonal matrix
the main
a rather




be easily calculated using a




D with elements ai on
eq. (6.5) results in
that nevertheless can
computer program that reads in the
if we select an orthogonal matrix X, i.e,
-~
(6.7)
then the estimated effects S remain correlated when the responses ~
have non-constant variances.11). An example of an orthogonal matrix
Y will be given iii table 1 of section 8.An alternative to ordinary least squares (OLS) is generalized
least squares (GLS). If the classical assumptions hold, then OLS is
known to yield the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE) where "best"
means minimum variance. If these assumptions do not hold, then BLUE
result íf GLS is used:
~- ( X' S~-1 X)-1 7C' f~-1 i'
y Y
Their covariance matrix is
-~ a -i-1 --~ -1




If S~ is a diagonal matrix D, then GLS can be simplified. The resulting
Y
GLS procedure is known as weighted least squares, the weíghts for
the observation yi being inversely proportional to ai.
12)
Unfortunately,
GLS assumes that the covariance matrix S~y is known: Actually this
covariance matrix is unknown so that we have two options: Y
(1) Estimate the covariance matrix and substitute this estimator SZy
in eq. (6.8). As Schmidt (1976, pp. 71-72) shows this new estimator
has the same asymptotic distribution as the regular GLS estimator and
remains unbiased (under certain mild technical conditions). However,
its small-sample proporties are unknown.
(2) Continue using OLS even when the classical assumptions are not
met. The OLS estimator of eq. (6.3) remains unbiased.l3)
Whether option (1) yields a smaller variance than option (2) is unkriown
in general. Option (2) has the advantage of being a familiar procedure.
Whether the accompanying tests remain valid, will. be discussed in
the next sections.t4) We shall give results for both options. In
~;eneral, one might apply both OLS and GLS, and hope that the two
approaches yield the same qualitative conclusions.l5)- 1~0 ~ Í~1X
FIG.4. Lack-of-fit F-tests- 13 -
7. Tests for model validation.
In this section we shall present two statistical tests for
checking the validity of the metamodel, i.e., for comparing the
predictions of the regression model to its "true" values provided by
the simulation model. Note that one of the tests (namely the second one)
can also be used tocompare the simulation output to the real-life
responses. The first test is standard in experimental design,but not
in regression analysis in general as applied by management scientists.
(1) The F-test for model lack-of-fit.
Whether a regression model such as eq. (5.5) adequately
approximates the true model such as eq. (5.2), can be tested
statistically by means of the F-statistic. Strictly speaking,this test
applies only under the classical assumptions of regression analysis,
i.e., independent observations y~ with constant variances ai - a2.
Moreover, the observations should be normally distributed. The
derivation of this test is presented in appendix 3. The underlying
idea is illustrated in FIG. 4. The dots in that figure show how for
a specific x-value the y-values spread around their true mean value, ~(~)
- f(x). The curly brackets denote the residuals, i.e., the deviations
of the average response at a specific x-value, from its fitted
16}
regression model, say, y- BG t~~.x.
It might be argued that this F-test is not "very" sensitive
to its underlying statistical assumptions of normality and constant
variances. The test, however,may have small "power", i.e., it may
have a low probability of detecting deviations from the null-hypothis
(namely, the fitted regression model does provide good fit).17)
In view of these results, we decided to compute the lack-of-fit
statistic, but we shall not base our acceptance of the fitted model
exclusively on this test. Other approaches will be discussed in a
moment. Let us first examine the role of q, ihe number of parameters
in the model.In genera7, the philosophy of science is to try and exp;sin
a phenomenon as simply as possible. More specifically, we often
hypothesize that the parameters B of the regression metamodel arP zero.i8)
The significance of an estimated regression parameter Sj can be tested
by means of the Student t-test:
's . - aa




where R~ denotes tt-ie hypothesized value (usually zero.19) We can
reestimate the metamodel, if one or more effects B are set zero since
their estimates 6 are not significant.2G)
The F-test, and the other traditional tests in OLS, car. also
be applied in GLS.21) More specifically we may test whether the regression
model should be a simple linear function in the factors, or whe~her
interactions should be included. Under the classical assumptions an
F-statistic can be used to test all two-factor interactions jointly22~
We shall next proceed to a model test that closely follows general
modeling philosophy.
(2) The t-test for model validation.
For statist,ical reasons, and for its appeal to model build~.rs
and users, the following procedure may be applied.
(1) Generate some new observations ~(g - 1,...,c with c~ 1) using
the simulation model. Each response y.g is then compared to the
predicted value y~ based on the regression metamodel estimated from
the old observations ~. (i - 1,...,n).
i
(:~) rl' the new responses yg are in agreement with the :nodel, tr~~n the
~,:;timstes of the model parameters S are made more accurate by a:dir.g
the new observations y~, and recomputing the estimators S. :hA prc.e~i~ire
of step (1) is traditional in the validation of' models.`~3) ActualLy,
it may not be necess3ry to generate new observatior,s y~. 7n ~~T~c.ci fy i r,r?Elyl
1
~~y~- aot ,X. a„xz
~iy- áo~ ~,X
-~ o aj .X
FIG. 5. Testing quadratric effects- 15 -
andexcecuting the matrix of independent variables X, we are liable to
make errors. Indeed we made such errors in our experiment so that a wrong
X was executed. Some of these simulation runs could be used in the
new specification of X. The other runs provided the new observations
~g for validation. Extra observations may also be provided by previous
debugging runs. Moreover, we should simulate some conditions corres-
ponding to the values that the factors usually assume ín practice. These
values will not be included in X since X represents (reasonable)
extreme conditions (xj --1, xj - t1) as we shall see in the next
section. It is further wise to generate new observations at the
"center" of the design (xj - 0 for all factors j), in order to check
whether Pure quadratic effects of quantitative factors (sjj) are zero;
see Fig. 5.2~)
In step (2) more observations are available so that we might
estimate some new parameters, provided the new matrix X remains non-
singular. Hopefully, the estimates of the new parameters turn out to
be insignificant. The above procedure is discussed in more detail in
appendix 4. Note~that this t-test can also be used to compare the
simulation output to the real-life output (then ~ denotes simulation
output, ~ denotes real-life output).
If the verification runs are accepted,we proposed to include
i
these rans in the experimental design matrix X, and to reestimate
~
Ei snd its covariance matrix n. The validation runs will probably
contain non-extreme factor levels so that a third level of the factors
is introduced. For qualitative factors this leads to a slight
complication in representation, discussed in appendix 7. Including new
runs in the matrix X may destroy the orthogonality of X. More
important, it may destroy the non-singularity of X. This complication
is examined in appendix 5.8. Selecting the experimental design matrix.
In our case, as in most other situations, an extensive i p lot
phase preceded the phase of formal experimental design and anaiysis:
approximative analytical models and solutions, debugging and
verification runs of the simulation model, ad-hoc simulatio:r runs,
common sense and general theory on inventories, queuing, etc. Triis re-
search showed that over a relatively large area the response variable
(stackíng capacity utilization measured by its average and ~uantiles)
is a linear function of the independent variables x2 and x3 respectively,
where x2 denotes the mean interarrival time of ships, and x~ denotes
the mean number of days spent by contairlers in the stacking area.
This linearity was found, keeping all other variables constant. In
the selection of a formal experimental design we start by assumir~g
that no quadratic effects (and higher effects) are important, but
leaving open the possibility of interactions among factors. Having
specified the tentative form of the model (metamodel) used to interpret
our experimental results (simulation runs), we have to specify the
values of the independent variables that occur in this model. In the
present section we shall present the general theory of experimental
design (focussing on our special situation) and in the next section
we shall discuss how the resulting design was applied in ttie actual
situation.
As we shall see in the next section, we wish to study six
factors, i.e., k- 6(see section 5). Based on analytical results for
a simplified model, preceding exploratory simulation runs, and common
sense, we believed that the following six interactions might be
important: 6~2,
S13' S23' s2~' S25' ~26'
Hence together with ti~e ~ix
main effects B~ and the overall mean s~, we need to estimate th~rt..en
parameters s. (At this point we might challenge the reader to si~~~~~if'y
his design matrix, before reading the rest of this sectior::) 9'hij
is the traditional domain of experimental design thPory. 'lh~. rr'~u1~.:;
of this theory have been reported in numerous articles, textbooks, au~l
tables. An example of a recent textbook is Daniel (1975). Results ofimmediate relevance to simulation experiments are summarized in Kleijnen
(1975). The selection of experiments to be conducted,can be based on
the following approaches.
(1) Common sense, whatever that may mean. A popular belief is that a
scientific experiment requires that all factors except one should be
kept constant when proceeding from one observation to the next one:
ceteris paribus or one-factor-at-a-time method. In "factorial"
experiments, however, all levels of a factor are combined with all
levels of each other factor. Actually,factorial experiments are more
efficient since they yield more reliable extimators of the main-
effects; moreover, such experiments can give estimates of the factor
interactions; see Kleijnen (1975, pP. 289-290). Unfortunately,the
number of combinations grows dramatically as the number of factors
increases. For instance, even if we examine only two levels per
factor, we have 26 - 64 combinations in our example. Since we conjecture
that only thirteen parameters are important, we may be satisfied with
much less than sixty-four observations. We might select the factor
combinations using common sence, or following one of the next
approaches.
(2) Ad-hoc optimization of design:~5) We may use the computer to
find an "optimal" design, say, a design minimizing the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) of the regression estimators where MSE equals variance
plus squared bias;see St. John ~ Draper (1975). Instead of such an
ad-hoc procedure, we may utilize the following.
(3) Standard experimental designs: Over the past, say, fourty years
standard designs have been derived such as 2k-p fractional factorial
designs. At the end of this section we shall see how well these designs
meet a number of requirements that may be formulated for experimental
designs. First we shall present the design we actually used in our
simulation experiment.
Based on Kleijnen (1975, pp. 320-372) we propose the design
specified in Table 1. In this table the two levels of a factor are
denoted by t and -, shorthand for t1 and -1. We start by writing down allTable 1: Experimental design for six factors
2~ combinations of the factors 2, 4, 5, and 6. The levels for factcr
1 are specified by pairwise multiplication of the elements in t},e
columns of the factors 5 and 6. For factor 3 the columns of the factors
4 and 5 are used. The specification of the elements of x1 through
x6, i.e. the design matrix, determines the remaining independent
variables x1x2,...,x2x6. All thirteen columns are orthogcnal. Tkie
reader can further check that, for instance, the column for x~ is
identical to that for the interaction x3x5 but this interacticn w~.s
assiuned to be zero from the start.L6~
The coding or standaridization of the in~iependent ~a,.,-~n'.it~~.?.i~r.
variables such that the coded variables x are wi thin the ran,rF- j-1 ,f 1~ , is
discussed in appendix 6. We shall return to the advantages and di;-
advantages of this normalization at the end of the section. Tiie codi::g- ~9 -
of qualitative factors is discussed in appendix 7.
Let us finally consider the advantages and disadvantages of
the proposed design. Box and Draper (1975) formulated fourteen
criteria for judging an experimental design. Based on Kleijnen (1975,
pp. 370-37~) we highlight the following reguirements.
(1) A small number of runs n. Obviously, to estimate q parameters it is
necessary that n~ q. However, n may be much smaller than 2k, for
instance, in Table 1 n- 16 whereas 26 - 64.
(2) Maximum statistical accuracy, given the number of runs. The
requirements (1) and (2) may be specified differently in certain
situations, namely as follows. Minimize the number of runs given a
specified level of accuracy. If the classical assumptions hold then
the accuracy requirement is satisfied by choosing an orthogonal design.27)
(3) Providing a measure for the adequacy of the fitted model. In
section 7 we derived that if n~ q then a lack-of-fit F-statistic
exists so that we can test whether the model fits well to the
observations on which it is based. If besides the n(~ q) observations
we have c(~ 1) runs,not used in the estimation of the parameters, then
"validation" of the model is possible, using a t-test.
(4) Desirable "confounding" (bias, alias) pattern, i.e., if not all
factor effects can be estimated from n runs only, then main effects
should be biased by high order effects (say, three-factor interactions),
not by other main effects. The designs derived by experimental design
theory immediately show how effects are biased by other effects; see
footnoot 26 .
(5) Flexibility of the design. In many experimental designs the number
of runs n must be a power of two (so called 2k-p designs), or a
multiple of four; see Kleijnen (~975, pp. 344-345). It remains possible
to start with a small number of runs, to test the results, and to
proceed to a larger design that yields more detailed estimates; so-
called sequentialized designs; see Kleijnen (1975, pp. 367-370).
-r
(6) Numerical accuracy caused by an ill-conditioned matrix X. An
orthogonal matrix X eliminates such problems. When using normalizedvariables (between -1 and t1) then we should not forget tr~ tran:~lnt~~
the estimated effect:; hack into t,hc oriqinnl efY~~r`t::'~~~).
Remember, if the assumed metumodel turns out Lu b~.~ comF~l~~t,~.ly
misleading, then the "optimal" properties of the experimental ciesit;n
break down. For instance, if the interaction 45 in table 1 is actually
important then we cannot estimate the main effect of factor 3 since it
is completely confounded with the interaction 45. To reduce the
pos~ihility of such occurrences, preliminary experimentaticn and
analysis is necessary; see also Kleijnen (1975, pp. 391-393) and
appendix 5.
9. The actual design, analysis, and results.
In the precedingsection we specified our design in Table 1,
In practice, we made additional debugging runs, committed errors in
the specification of the design, etc. Consequently,we ended up with
the sixteen runs specified in Table 1, plus ten more runs. The ten
extra runs are shown in Table 2, where we list the factors in the
same order as in Table 1,
Table 2: Extra runs
Run 2 4 5 6 3
17 t t t f - t
18 f - } t - -
19 - t - t t -
20 - - - t t t
21 - t t - t t
22 - - f - t -
23 t } - - - -
24 t - - - - t
25 - } - - - -
26 - - - - - t1000
:00
100, OOC
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FIG 6. Experimental area EThe variables as specified by the user may differ from the
variables needed as input to the simulation model. In our case the
user is interested in the effects of yearly throughput. This throughput
is completely specified by ship size z~ (number of containers per
ship) and interarrival times of ships z2. The user thinks in terms
of the independent variables "containers per ship" z~ and "yearly
throughput" z2. We have to translate the latter variable z2 into
"interarrival rate" z2 in order to run the simulation program, Comb:ning
the resulting extreme values for z2 with z~ would result in
unrealistically high and low values for yearly throughput. Therefore
we define as independent and orthogonal variables z~ and z2, not z~
and z2. The variables z~ and z2 can be combined as in FIG. 6(a),
whereas z~ and z2 should be combined as in FIG. F(b) where yearly
production (in thousands) is shown in parentheses at the corners of the
experimental area E, The variables z~ and z2 yield a rectangular
experimental area E to which the experimental design techniques of
section 8 can be appLied. The regression metamodc~l z~lso contains the
user variable z~, not zc,.
A third (quantitative) factor in our experiment is the
number of days containers stay at ECT, the so-called dwell time. We
further include three qualitative factors. The choice of these factors
was based on the preliminary phase of our study.
Qualitative factors do not permit interpolation and extrapolation.
If we wish to estimate the response for a factor level ("value") not
included in the design, we have to run a new experiment with that
level. One approach is to study the clual-itative factor for, say, two
levels and to hope that these levels have no effect. Then we may
assume that the factor has no effect either for other levels, so that
this factor can be eliminated in future experiments. If the factor
does show effects, we may try to quantify the factor. For instance,
the shape of a distribution function may be quantified by the
variation coefficient, i.e., the standard deviation divided by the
mean.~9) Obviously the quantificatiori nf a qualitative factor is aTable 3: Factors and levels
Factors Levels
- normal t
z1 - mean number of containers moved per 200 353 1,000
ship
zz - yeárly throughput 100,00 281,000 SOG,000
z3 - mean dweil time 2 ~.3 6
z4 - statistical distribution of the number
of containers per ship constant empirical exponential
z5 - statistical distribution of the
unbalance between loading and unloading
of containers per ship bad intermediate good
zG - pattern ~f arrivals and departures of
containers from compound constant quadratic linear-23-
source of additional error. The user of the model is interested in
the effects of varying the factors over the ranges shown in Table 3
where - and t denote the extreme levels (values) of the factors.
As we mentioned in the preceding section, we conjectured that
interactions may exist between the factor 2 and the other five factors,
and between the factors 1 and 3.
Simulating the sixteen plus ten factor combinations yielded
twenty-six observations on the average stacking utilization (~)
plus the three quantiles (90~, 95~, and 100q quantiles). To save
space we shall concentrate on a single dependent variable, namely, the
average, hence denoted by the usual regression symbol ~i (i - 1,...,26)30)
We will not present a great many tables with numerous data in the
main text. Instead we highlight some outstanding data, and refer the
reader to appendix 9 for the details. The results of the sixteen
runs of the original design specified in Table 1 show that the
extime.ted variances áy vary considerab)y (see Table 1 in appendix 9).
In other words, the classical assumption of constant variances, made
by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS),does not hold. Hence Generalizc;d
Least Squares (GLS) migkit be applied with an estimated covariance
matrix. We decided to apply both techniques since ít is not clear
which technique is superior, and we hope that the two techniques do
not give conflicting qualitative conclusions.
Originally we used tY.~ normalized variables xj with
-1 ~ xj ~ 1. We estimated their effects Sj and tested their
significance via ás. This could be misleading to the novice user of
experimental design: For instance, R23 was found to be not significant
at all., whereas the actual interaction y~3 between the original non-
standardized variables z2 en 23 turned out to be most significant.31)
Applyiag both OLS and GLS to the simulation results yields the
estimated factor effects Y and their standard deviations 8 Y. Before
invest;igating the individual effects, we examine the overall behavior
of the regression model, i.e., how well do the-24-
regression estimates yi predict the simulation observations yi
(i - 1,....,16)? As we explained in section 7 a crude overall test
is the F-lack-of-fit statistic. This yields F- 3.50 whereas its 5ó
significance level is 2.60. This crude test suggests that the metamodel
does not give good fit. See appendix 9, Table 1. For GLS the lsck-uf-f't
test is restricted by one more assumption (namely known covariance
matrix S~ ) so that we do not discuss its resu1t.32) We can also test
Y
the validity of the regression model as follows. Compare the simulation
responses y of some "new" factor combinations (not used for the
estimation of the regression parameters) with the predicted responses
,~?-. We have ten such combinations. We test the significance of the
deviation y-~ by means of the Student t-test. The maximum of the
resulting ten t-values is 1.67 for OLS and 1.75 for GLS which suggests
that the two regression models give a quite good explanation,33)
Note that OLS and GLS minimize squared deviations (residuals). In
practice we tend to focus on relative deviations ly - yl~y, but no
statistical test is available.34)
Having accepted the regression mode7. we can study the
individual estimated regression parameters ~. We obtained OLS and GLS
estimates from sixteen and twenty-six runs (validation runs
excluded and included respectively). We concentrate on the more
reliable estimates based on all available runs. Both OLS and GLS
yielded an extremely significant estimate for the interaction ~3
(t - 49 and 64) and an interaction 12 significant at reasonable a-
values (t - 5.5 and 7.9). The remaining main effects, interactions,
and grand mean 90 are insignificant. 35)
After estimating the regression parameters from all twenty-
six runs, we can again check the lack-of-fit of the reestimated model..
For OLS the resulting F-statistic is 1.99 which is insignifica.n1.. A t-
statistic might be computed for the deviation y- ~ but now ~ arid y
are correlated so that the behavior of the resulting test i~ lcs~-25-
known. Anyhow, the maximum of the twenty-six t-values in 2.4? which
is insignificant. P'or GL5 the maxirncun t-value is 3.90 which is
signii'icant. 'Phis crude t-test might suggest that the GLS model is
less adequate than the OLS model.
At this stage we have based our OLS and GLS estimates on all
twenty-six runs, have tested the general form of the regression model
(namely a model with six main effects and six particular interactions),
and accepted the OLS model and, tentatively, the GLS model. Next we
test the segnificance of the thirteen individual parameters B.
Insignificant parameters are eliminated, and the remaining parameters
are reestemated. Upon studying the responses, especially the
residuals y- y, applying "common sense" 37), certain patterns emerged
suggesting the relevance of particular interactions (especially the
interactions 1!i and 15) which had been assumed to be zero in the
derivation of the orignal desi.t;n.3A) Ifad we avai:Lable the original
design only, then this standard orthogonal design would have turned
out to be very undesirable: For the interaction 15 would be completely
confounded with the main effect 6(if that latter effect exists).
However, since we have ten extra runs available,our matrix of
independent variables can remain non-singular; see appendix 9, Tables
9 and 10. The results suggest that the model with only the interactions
12 and 23 is adequate. Instead of "backwards" elimination of insignifi-
cant parameters, we may proceed from the other direction: In stepwise
regression analysis we begin with as few parameters as possible, and
introduce one new parameter in each step, selecting the (remaining)
parameter which has a maximum correlation with the response variable;
see Draper 8e Smith (1966, p. 163). However,'the standard program in
SPSS-Statistical Package for the Social Sciences - we used for
stepwise regression can not utilise the estimated variances per run
d? but uses only the estimate based on residuals. Therefore we shall
i
not discuss the results here. Just notice that the effects were in-
troduced in the order: interaction 23, 12, 14, 4, 24, 15, 3, 2.6, etc.3v)-26-
1
The above discussion should make it clear t.hnt t.hr :~,f~~~~if'i~~nLion
of thc regression model remains an area which involve:; murE~ tti.Ln ~~
statistical "bag of tricks". In the model's specification, testing,
respecification, etc., subjective elements remain. This is the area of
the experimenter's intuition, common sense, prior knowledge, time
constraints, etc. It is reassuming to see that the most sigr,ificant
parameter in the metamodel for the mean capacity utilization, i:~ the
intcrsction ?3 which was confirmed hy a simple analyt.ie mode~l. A
sununary of our procr~~iure is shown in F'CC. "~.
10. Conclusions.
In this invEjtigation we combined a vari.ety of techniques
each ot' which was n~~t new: simulation, regression analysis (ordinnry
and generalized lea5t squares), analysis of variance, experimental
designs like 2k-p designs, etc. However, we are not aware of real-life
studies were all these technique are combined. Most important in our
opinion is the notion of a formal metamodel in the analysis of
simulation experiments. These metamodels should generalize and intertret
the simulation output. An important aspect of this interpretation is
the concept of factor interaction. An efficient exploration of the
simulation space requires an experimental design. Work on statistical
designs is abundant but unfamiliar to the mojority of simulation
practitioners. Application of the statisLical techniques illustrated
by this paper , should help to mitigate one important drawback of
simulation, namely its ad-hoc character.
The pra.ctitioners in the team which performed this research at
I?CT felt that the st,atistical techniques were worthwhile and can be
learned without too many problems. It became obvious, however, that
these techniques alone cannot solve the problem for the management
scientíst. The models (hypotheses) to be evaluated by the statistical
techniques, have to come from non-statistical discipline; such as
mansgement science. The use of the techniques leaves so much freedom
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FIG.7. Summary of procedure-27-
etc.) that an automated application of the techniques is impossible
(though FIG. 7 may suggest otherwise). Moreover, all statistical
tec'.iniquesare based on certain statistical assumptions like constant
variances, which are not satisfied in practice. Much work remains to
be done on the development of more general and robust techniques.
In the mean time, the practitioner must use his judgment in the
selection of his statistical tools. Nevertheless we feel that the
use of statistical techniqi.es res~ilts in a more efficient exploration
of the ?~tperimental area, and a better idea of both the limitations
and the generalization of simulation experiments.
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